
1. Introduction 

1.1 Stars Of Olympus Classic  

Stars Of Olympus Classic is a slot machine including 5 reels and 3 rows, which results in a total 
of 15 symbols on the display. The game is played with 25 fixed paylines. 

When 3 scatter symbols appear on reels 2,3 and 4, the bonus game feature is triggered. The 
player can choose their favourite character from a selection of five in the first round of the 
bonus game. The second round allows the player to select one of five items specific to the 
character. The Bonus payout is calculated in such a way: Triggering bet x Olympian multiplier x 
Item multiplier. 

During the main game, the player has a possibility to win a Spreading Wild anywhere on the 3rd 
reel. The Spreading Wild awards random number of 1 to 3 free spins and turns 2-4 random 
positions anywhere on the reels into wilds. Those Wilds remain on the reels until awarded free 
spins are done. 

1.2 Quick Summary 
 

Parameter Value 

Game Name Stars Of Olympus Classic 

RTP 94.34% 

Configuration 3x5 

Reels 5 

Pay Lines 25 

Volatility Medium - High 

Maximum Exposure 431 

Bonus Game Yes 

Free Spins Yes 

 
2. Main Game 

2.1 Main Game 

The main game is started when all required media is uploaded.  



2.2 Bonus Game 

The bonus game is triggered whenever 3 scatter symbols appear on reels 2, 3 and 4. The player 
is able to choose his favorite character from a selection of five to win base bet multipliers.  

Once selected, the character will move to the foreground, revealing its multiplier and presenting 
an array of 5 items specific to the character for the player to choose from. When the player 
chooses an item, the multiplier for that item is revealed and after a brief pause the award screen 
is shown where the total prize is awarded.  

Bonus Payout = Triggering bet x Olympian multiplier x Item multiplier  

After receiving the bonus payment the player returns to the base game stage. 

 

2.3 Free Spins 

Free Spin stage triggered when Spreading Wild symbol lands anywhere on the third reel. The 
number of free games awarded are from 1 to 3 free spins. After determining the number of free 
spins, Spreading Wild explodes resulting in the appearance of 2-4 extra Wild symbols anywhere 
on the reels. These extra wilds remain locked till the end of the free spin rounds. The 
background image for free games is changed. The free spin rounds start and the player should 
not use the SPIN button for next spin between these rounds. The bet per win is the same as the 
game that triggered the feature 

 
3. Payout 

3.1 Return to Player (RTP) 

The theoretical player return percentage for Stars Of Olympus Classic is 94.34% with a base 
game hit frequency of 47.31 %, free game hit frequency of 23.11% and bonus game hit frequency 
of 23.92%. There are no strategies, features or settings that the player can change that will affect 
the payout (i.e.: configurable number of pay lines or size of bet that will affect hit frequencies). 

3.2 Payout Table 

Symbol name 5x 4x 3x 2x 

Ten 50 10 5 - 

Jack 60 15 10 - 

Queen 70 20 10 - 

King 80 25 15 - 

Ace 90 35 15 - 

Poseidon 100 40 25 - 



Apollo 300 50 30 - 

Athena 500 70 35 2 

Aphrodite 750 100 45 3 

Persephone 1500 300 50 5 

Wild 1500 300 50 5 

 

4. Game Rules  
 
4.1 Game Rules 

• This slot game has 5 reels and 3 rows 
• The game has 25 fixed paylines 
• The number of paylines cannot be changed. 
• All wins are multiplied by the bet per line, except for Bonus game.  
• All wins are paid per the Paytable. 
• Spin begins the game with the currently selected BET. 
• All symbols pay left to right starting with the left most reel. 
• As a bonus for the players, paylines without any regular symbol pay as well if:2 

Wilds and Scatter symbol appear on a valid payline (x5)  
- 2 Wilds and Scatter symbol appear on a valid payline (x5)  
- 3 Wilds and Scatter symbol or low paying symbols appear on a valid payline 

(x50)  
- 4 Wilds and Scatter symbol or low paying symbols appear on a valid payline 

(x 300)  
- 5 Wilds appear on a valid payline (x1500)  

• Wild substitutes for all symbols except Scatters and Spreading Wild symbol. 
• The Spreading Wild symbol acts as a regular Wild during the base game.  
• Whenever it appears, it replaces winning symbols in the first way before it finally 

triggers the free spins. 
• The theoretical return to the player of this game is 94.34%. 
• Malfunction voids all pays and plays. 

 
4.2 Bonus Game  

• The bonus game is triggered whenever 3 scatter symbols appear on reels 2, 3 and 
4. 

• The player can choose their favourite character from a selection of five to win 
base bet multiplier.  

• Once selected, the character will move to the foreground, revealing its multiplier 
and presenting an array of 5 items specific to the character for the player to 
choose from. 

• When the player chooses an item, the multiplier for that item is revealed and after 
a brief pause the award screen is shown where the total prize is awarded. 



• Bonus Payout = Triggering bet x Character multiplier x Item multiplier. 
• After receiving the bonus payment, the player returns to the base game stage. 

 

4.3 Free Spins 

• During the main game, the Spreading Wild symbol acts as a regular wild symbol. 
Whenever Spreading Wild lands anywhere on the 3rd reel, possible base game 
payouts are done first. 

• Then, the free spin stage is triggered. 
• The player is awarded random number of 1 to 3 free spins.  
• After determining the number of free spins, 2 to 4 random positions anywhere on 

the reels turn into wilds and will remain locked until all awarded free spins are 
done. 

• The reel setup used within the free spin stage is different from the one used in the 
base game.  

 

 

 


